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Foreword

It is a great pleasure to go through the script titled
‘CHANGING FACE OF TRIPURA TRIBE’ authored by
Dr. K.N. Jena and Sri Babu Dhan Tripura. I am of sincere
opinion that the script is an honest attempt to delve
deep into the issues and challenges that the Tripura tribe
encounters in the era of globalization. This academic
exercise is based upon thorough empirical work with
credible references. The book reveals interesting aspects
of the socio-economic life of Tripura tribe and how it is
going through a slow yet steady transition concerning
its life style vis-a-vis the process of globalization in North-
East India. I hope this book would go a long way in
motivating other scholars to embark upon original
research work on tribal life in North-East India.

Prof. Rajani Ranjan Jha

Department of Political Science
Benaras Hindu University
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One of the ancient inhabitants belonging to
the state of Tripura, is the people of Tripura
community with 2,16,033 population
approximately. Tripura tribe existed along
with its kingdom thousands and thousands
of years before the establishment of other tribes
inhabited in Tripura. However the sudden
abolition of Tripura tribe from the list of tribes
and their listing with the other communities
prompted us to embark upon a scientific
reading of Tripura tribe in Tripura.

As no comprehensive study whatsoever
on the ‘Tripura community’ has been
conducted and no anthropologist or
Sociologist or any other scholars have
previously taken up this subject for scientific
field-oriented investigation, the primary
purpose behind this undertaking has been to
make scientific reading and to present a
complete picture of the Tripura community
in the era of globalization. Such a study would
enable the researchers to make further
comparative study of culture, socio-economic
profile with reference to other nineteen tribes
inhabited in Tripura or other tribes of this
region.

Apart from academic considerations, the
present study has also been undertaken with
a pragmatic approach for facilitating policy
research. This book on the Tripura community,
along with focus on the changes brought about
by their close contact with the process of
globalization and alien cultures, would
undoubtedly serve as a perspective for fruitful
planning and working out all development
and welfare measures.

Lastly, as the Tribal communities of
Tripura mostly belong to the same linguistic
and ethnic family. The study of the Tripuras
would also considerably project a picture of
the tribal culture in the state. Again we feel a
comprehensive research work on the Tripura
Tribe would go a long way in inspiring more
and more people to go for intensive researcher
work on Tripura tribe as well as other tribes
of North-east India.
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Introduction

Study of globalization must precede any attempt to
improve the present standard of living of any people,
race or tribe. When we speak of ‘Tripura Tribe’ it is
quite unfortunate that there has not been any significant
study till today on the life, culture and socio-economic
profile on Tripura tribe vis-a-vis impact of globalization
in India and North-East in particular. While always speak
of tribal welfare, development and upliftment of tribal
people. We don’t have any comparative study of the
tribals in North-East India.

Tripura tribe existed along with its kingdom thousands
and thousands of years before the establishment of other
tribes inhabited in Tripura. The Tripuras are an important
tribe in Tripura. They are the hostess tribe of Tripura.
The Tripuras with a population of 2,16,033 was listed
wrongly under Tripuri and Noatia community. Since 1961-
71 to 2001 Census reports they are enlisted as Tripuri
and Noatia. But it was made clear in the survey report
of Hill Tipporah in 1874-75 by W.W. Hunter the numbers
of Tipperah was 27,148. But Somendra Deb Varma in
the Census report of 1931 set the number as 17,098 and
termed them Tripuras not as Tripuris or Noatias. However

2 Changing Face of Tripura Tribe

the sudden abolition of Tripura tribe from the list of
tribes and their listing with the other communities
prompted us to embark upon a scientific reading of
Tripura tribe in Tripura.

As no comprehensive study whatsoever on the
‘Tripura community’ has been conducted and no
anthropologist or Sociologist or any other scholars have
previously taken up this subject for scientific field-oriented
investigation, the primary purpose behind this
undertaking has been to make scientific reading and to
present a complete picture of the Tripura community in
the era of globalization. Such a study would enable the
researchers to make further comparative study of culture,
socio-economic profile with reference to other nineteen
tribes inhabited in Tripura or other tribes of this region.

Apart from academic considerations, the present study
has also been undertaken with a pragmatic approach
for facilitating policy research. As we know, both the
Central and State Government have now seriously
undertaken various development projects and welfare
measures for the uplift of the tribal peoples. But for a
meaningful planning and effective implementation of tribal
welfare measures or similar development projects, a
scientific policy research and reading of the Tripura tribe
of great relevance. This book on the Tripura community,
along with focus on the changes brought about by their
close contact with the process of globalization and alien
cultures, would undoubtedly serve as a perspective for
fruitful planning and working out all development and
welfare measures.

Lastly, as the Tribal communities of Tripura mostly
belong to the same linguistic and ethnic family. The study
of the Tripuras would also considerably project a picture
of the tribal culture in the state. Again we feel a
comprehensive research work on the Tripura Tribe would
go a long way in inspiring more and more people to go
for intensive researcher work on Tripura tribe as well
as other tribes of North-east India.
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4 Changing Face of Tripura Tribe

1

Identity of Tripura Tribe

Derivation and Meaning

The origin and identity of indigenous people inhabited
in North-East region are similar to one-another. Reference
to these indigenous people in the Vedas, Ramayana, Vishnu
Purana, Kalika Purana, Rajmala, different scholars of ancient,
medieval and modern, personal interview of elders, etc.,
goes to prove the antiquity of their settlement in the
part of North-east India. The Tripuras of the Borok-tribes
inhabited in North-East region are belongs to Sino-Tibetan
family sub-family of Tibeto-Borok family of Mongoloid
origin. The Tripuras were known as Borok and speak
their own mother tongue Korokborok, (along with other
Korok-Borok speaking groups). Risley's view on the
Mongoloid, “no one who is acquainted with the
population of the lower Himalayas can be failed to
observe that in the West there has been a substantial
intermixture of Indo-Aryan elements, while in the East
the prevailing type down to the verge of the plain is
exclusively Mongoloid”. It is proved with the Risley's
point of view that Tripuras along with other inhabitants
tribes of north-eastern India belong to Mongoloid origin.

The original homeland of this community is shrouded
in mystery. The original homeland of the Tripuras can
be identified in the Chung-Ha (Chung-king) south-east
of central China near the River Yangtze. Yayati the great
king of the lunar dynasty had conquered the seven Islands
or lands (Sapta-dvipa) in one round by his chariot. Later
on he had divided among his five sons viz. Yadu, Turvasu,
Druhyu, Anu, and Puru. The first two sons were by
Devayani, daughter of Sukracharya and later three sons
were born of Sarmistha, who was a princess. Yadu the
eldest son was given to rule over the small kingdom
Mathura, Turvasu was made a king of the Yavana
Kingdom, and Druhyu became king of the Kirat land,
Anu was made king of an eastern country and Puru the
youngest son came to be a king of Hastinapura. King
Druhya moved extremely towards south-west after
crossing Yangtze River near the headwaters of Lohit River
and then embraced Brahmaputra River. They moved
further down the course of the Brahmaputra and reached
in the Nowgaon region. They could not move northward
beyond Nowagaon because of strong opposition in the
Varman dynasty (C.310-650) which started spreading its
influence from Kamrup. So they moved westward, crossed
the North Cachar hills and reached plain lands of Cachar.
The North Cachar hills stands between two big valleys:
the Brahmaputra valley in the east and the Barak Valley
in the west. In the Brahmaputra valley where the influence
of the varman dynasty was rapidly spreading, the Tripuras
did not feel safe, and could not hold their head high.
So they drifted westward across the North Cachar hills
and then towards south-west reached in the Sagar Island
at the mouth of Ganga. They find it as a fertile field,
resourceful and evergreen forest, temperate climate and
life easy. So, Druhyu the king of the Kirat land, descendent
of Tripuras constructed a city in the Trivega region and
his capital at the bank of the River Kapila. The boundaries
of his kingdom were extended the River Twirong
(Brahmaputra) on the North, Arkan on the south, Mekhali
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(Manipur) on the east and Koch-Bihar and Vanga or
Bangal on the west. It is during the time of King Tripura,
by unknown natural calamities that areas was destroyed
and as a result the inhabitants of those areas moved to
different places. After much suffering Trilocan the son
of king Tripura rebuilt the new land Tripura and its
race Tripuras which was bear to his father's name. The
present boundary of Tripura kingdom lies bounded by
Bangladesh on the West, the North-West, the South and
the South-East territory while Assam and Mizoram
bounded it on the North and the East respectively.

The Genesis

The great migration? After centuries of fragmentation and
feuds, china was unified for the first time under the
Sue dynasty (589-618 A.D.). So they left china long before
Sue dynasty ascended the throne. Buddhism was
introduced in China in 65 A.D. At the time of their
immigration they were animists. So it may be reasonably
assumed that they emigrated before 65 A.D.

What is meant by Kirata? Who were Kiratas? The
Kirata has been explained by R.M. Nath in his book,
The back ground of Assamese culture, as follows : “The
word silk is derived from the original Mongoloid-sirkek,
Korean-sir, Chinese-ssi, Greek-ser, Latin-sericum. The word
sari, wearing cloth of Indian ladies, is derived from ser.
The dealers in silk were called the seers or the scyrites.
The word Scyritae, Cirrhadae and karate appears to have
had originally referred to dealers in silk. Silk was
originally produced in china and it was catered by
merchants of Turkestan through Tibetan intermediaries
to India and Assam. That there was an ancient route
from China along the course of the Lohit River to Assam
has already been mentioned. The Zuh-this people came
to Assam valley by this route. The Chinese record of
about 248 A.D. mentions a trade route from Yunan in
South China through Shan states, Hukuong valley, the

Brahmaputra River, and Kamrupa to Patliputra (patna)
and Sravasti. In ancient times traders from different parts
of Tibet, Central Asia and China flocked to Tripura
kingdom, present North-east India through various routes,
and as they traded mostly in silk, they were generally
called Seers-Cirrahadoi-Syrites-Cirata-Kirate”.

The Tripura on march: After long years in the house
of 39th king Daitya from Druhyu, a son was born. The
king named his son Tripura, because of his born in the
Trivega country. After his father’s death he became a
king of Kirat land in his father throne. The king Tripura,
whose domain was most of the North-East India, had
changed KIRATA land into TRIPURA in his name and
his race became to be known Tripura.

The term ‘Tippra or Tripura’ originated from its first
capital of Tripura kingdom of Tribeg at Sagar Island,
where 24 nos. kings ruled there from Druhya to
Pratardhan. It was coined meaningfully corresponding
to the nature, geography and landscape of the place where
Ganga, Brahmaputra and Meghna meet. It has beautiful
places having the landscape in the valleys adjoining to
foothills availing themselves the advantages of important
river. This had been lost possibly on account of Tsunami
and earthquake.

The word ‘Tripura’ is combination of three Korokborok
terms namely, Tui+Bu+Pra which ‘Tui’ means Water; ‘Bu’
(Bupra) denotes adjoining Rivers and Streams of the
Region and ‘Pra’ means Village. It is Borok village or
inhabited near the water, adjoining Rivers and streams
of the region became known as Tripura.

Now, what does the term Tribe/Tribal mean. The term
‘Tribe’ in korokborok is ‘Dopha’. Tribe/Tribal were first
introduced by the British colonial Administration and
foreign anthropologists. According to the understanding
of those Colonial Administrators the people so called
Tribe/Tribal in their sense is semi-Hinduised. In the course
of the 20th century, the use of TRIBAL word is generally
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immigration they were animists. So it may be reasonably
assumed that they emigrated before 65 A.D.

What is meant by Kirata? Who were Kiratas? The
Kirata has been explained by R.M. Nath in his book,
The back ground of Assamese culture, as follows : “The
word silk is derived from the original Mongoloid-sirkek,
Korean-sir, Chinese-ssi, Greek-ser, Latin-sericum. The word
sari, wearing cloth of Indian ladies, is derived from ser.
The dealers in silk were called the seers or the scyrites.
The word Scyritae, Cirrhadae and karate appears to have
had originally referred to dealers in silk. Silk was
originally produced in china and it was catered by
merchants of Turkestan through Tibetan intermediaries
to India and Assam. That there was an ancient route
from China along the course of the Lohit River to Assam
has already been mentioned. The Zuh-this people came
to Assam valley by this route. The Chinese record of
about 248 A.D. mentions a trade route from Yunan in
South China through Shan states, Hukuong valley, the

Brahmaputra River, and Kamrupa to Patliputra (patna)
and Sravasti. In ancient times traders from different parts
of Tibet, Central Asia and China flocked to Tripura
kingdom, present North-east India through various routes,
and as they traded mostly in silk, they were generally
called Seers-Cirrahadoi-Syrites-Cirata-Kirate”.

The Tripura on march: After long years in the house
of 39th king Daitya from Druhyu, a son was born. The
king named his son Tripura, because of his born in the
Trivega country. After his father’s death he became a
king of Kirat land in his father throne. The king Tripura,
whose domain was most of the North-East India, had
changed KIRATA land into TRIPURA in his name and
his race became to be known Tripura.

The term ‘Tippra or Tripura’ originated from its first
capital of Tripura kingdom of Tribeg at Sagar Island,
where 24 nos. kings ruled there from Druhya to
Pratardhan. It was coined meaningfully corresponding
to the nature, geography and landscape of the place where
Ganga, Brahmaputra and Meghna meet. It has beautiful
places having the landscape in the valleys adjoining to
foothills availing themselves the advantages of important
river. This had been lost possibly on account of Tsunami
and earthquake.

The word ‘Tripura’ is combination of three Korokborok
terms namely, Tui+Bu+Pra which ‘Tui’ means Water; ‘Bu’
(Bupra) denotes adjoining Rivers and Streams of the
Region and ‘Pra’ means Village. It is Borok village or
inhabited near the water, adjoining Rivers and streams
of the region became known as Tripura.

Now, what does the term Tribe/Tribal mean. The term
‘Tribe’ in korokborok is ‘Dopha’. Tribe/Tribal were first
introduced by the British colonial Administration and
foreign anthropologists. According to the understanding
of those Colonial Administrators the people so called
Tribe/Tribal in their sense is semi-Hinduised. In the course
of the 20th century, the use of TRIBAL word is generally
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to narrow down to the people belonging to particular
race, who are still referred to as TRIBAL. The Britishers
and Bengali scholars who could not pronounce properly
of korokborok terms even changed the name of Tripura
Kingdom and its race as ‘TIPPERAH’or Tiphras or Deshi
and Puran Tripura, etc.

Many scholars have given their views about the
identity of Tripura and her race. These are:

According to Rajmala, Tripura Tribe whoever, have
taken the status of Kshatriyas, claim descendants of the
lunar Race. Twelve sons were born in the house of King
Trilochana, viz. Drikpati, Dakshina, Daksha, Dhrumayu,
Dhrabin, Dhristhyghnya, Bhrigu, Dhurdhar, Dhruha,
Dhushmayu, Doubiry and Dhamna. They came to be
known as twelve Tripura families. They belong to the
Royal House of Tripura and are installed as a king, if
need be. None else are entitled to the Royal umbrella in
the Tripura state. If, it so happens at any time that no
son is born   to a king, then any relation or kith of king
of this twelve families can be made king. The children
born in these twelve families are called Tripura, people
of Royal descent. Tripura is people by the – Tripuras”.
Thus was how Tripura Tribe came to exist. (Sri Rajmala
by Dr. N.C. Nath, p. 27).

In the same vein the Rajmala gives a similar account
but slightly differ in the flows of the history. It says by
D. P. Debbarma, “King Druhya, the youngest son of Jajati
of lunar dynasty married a Bodo Princess for which he
was disinherited. He therefore, established a new dynasty
in the North Eastern India defeating the kings Kirates.
His Progeny become the ruling race. Then Pratardon,
the 26th descendants from Druhya came over to Assam
and founded a kingdom named TRIVEGA in about 1900
BC with his headquarters at the bank of the river Kapila
in the present Nowgong district.

The dynasty ruled here for full fourteen generations.
Then Daitya, the 13th descendants from Pratardon

ascended the throne and enlarged the kingdom. And
Tripur, the son of Daitya was unpopular for his arrogance
nature and administration. He was disliked by his people
and for which they say that he was assassinated by God
Shiva. On his death, who’s named still bears as
TRILOCHAN, the son of Tripur became the king and
married the daughter of the neighboring Kachari king
of Heramba, was how the story goes”.

During 1430-31 A.D., Dharma the eldest son of the
king Maha Manikya, turned a monk, as a result of his
past deeds, and went away visiting different places.
During his visit to Vanauaci, he fell asleep beneath a
tree. A Brahman from Kanuj, Kautuka by name, living
at Varanasi together with his wife saw a Snake with
hood expanded over the Monk’s head, he hurriedly
awakened the Monk lying by the road-side. The Brahman
asked him ‘What country do you belong to and why do
you undergo so much suffering by residing here?’ The
Monk replied, “I am a Tripura by race. My kingdom is
in the south-east corner and at great distance from here.”
(Dr. N.C. Nath, Sri Rajmala, Vol. II, p. 57).

Another view, The Tipperah or Tripura originally
belong to the stock of Tibeto-Burma and are said to have
first settled in a place near present Allahabad. They
preferred to call themselves the ‘Children of water
Goddess’ and were therefore known as the Tippra. Latter
time they were known as the Tipperah or Tripura. The
word Tripura or Tippra is combination of two Korok-
Borok terms ‘Twi’ and ‘Pra’, which means Water and
Village respectively. In another words inhabitant of nearby
river-water came to be known as Tripura.

According to R.M. Nath (1948), Tipperah people
preferred to call themselves the children of water-goddess
and were, therefore known as the Tiphras or the Tippras;
and later on they become known as the Tipperahs. Some
other believes that the word ‘Tripura’ has been
Sanskritised which originated from ‘Tipra’. Tripura derived
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